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Two fantastic bottles of Boxed Single Malt Whisky. To be
auctioned individually with a starting price of £5 each.
These items have been kindly donated by Nigel Spragg
This Laphroaig is created from carefully selected casks of
each of our key styles. Mostly, these are historic styles, with
one notable addition: the heart of the spirit is drawn from a
final maturation in American oak casks – rarely used for
scotch whisky.
With spirit selected by our master distiller from Quarter
Cask, our PX Cask and Triple Wood (Oloroso sherry) and a
final addition of 10 Year Old, it represents a subtle
blending of peat, oak and sweetness.
Bottled at natural colour,
the result is an exquisite
Laphroaig with our
trademark ‘peat reek’
matched by an additional
layer of complexity and
depth brought about by the
fusion of the maturation
styles and different oaks.

Flowing in the Valley of the
Deer since 1887, our family’s
signature expression is the
world’s most awarded single
malt Scotch whisky
With a unique freshness from the same Highland spring water
we’ve used since 1887, its distinctive fruitiness comes from the
high cut point William Grant always insisted upon.
Carefully matured in the finest American oak and European oak
sherry casks for at least 12 years, it is mellowed in oak marrying
tuns to create its sweet and subtle oak flavours.
Creamy with a long, smooth and mellow finish, our 12 Year Old is
the perfect example of Glenfiddich’s unique Speyside style and is
widely proclaimed the best dram in the valley
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Led by chef Adam Hicks, local private
catering firm Blended are offering an
authentic Thai meal for a family of four
in the comfort of your own home.
Check them out over on Instagram
@blended_1974. Delivery in and around
the Kingston area. 07584289422
blended74@yahoo.com
Bidding for this amazing offer will start
at £5

A £40 food voucher for Montys, Kingston
Since opening our doors in 1989, situated in the heart of the Kinston Town Centre, just
100 yards from the British Railway Station, a brief walk from Marks & Spencer, Bentalls
and John Lewis Departmental Store, and right across the Thames River, we have
continued to build the reputation for serving Authentic Nepalese Cuisine as well as
Indian dishes
Contact - https://www.montyskingston.co.uk/ TAKE AWAY HOTLINE 020 8549 6118.

WE WILL BE OPENING FOR TAKEAWAY AND DELIVERY SERVICE
FROM TUESDAY, 2ND OF JUNE, 2020 FROM 5 pm TILL 9:30 pm
..AND CLOSED ON MONDAY.
Bidding for this offer will start at £5
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Lego City Jungle Exploration
Site. Ages 8-12. Kindly donated
by Sarah and Ferg McCarthy.
Bidding starts at £10
Uncover amazing things at the Jungle
Exploration Site, featuring a plane wreck
with opening cockpit, amphibious
helicopter with minifigure cockpit,
spinning rotors and winch, heavy
observation truck with minifigure cab,
folding crane arm, observation room and
space for the included motorbike on the back, plus an amphibious vehicle with
minifigure cab, and cave and temple build. Includes 7 minifigures, plus
leopard, crocodile, snake, frog and 2 spider figures.
•Includes 7 minifigures: a pilot, 2 drivers and 4 scientist/explorers, plus
leopard, crocodile, snake, frog and 2 spider figures.

BRaG Party pack.
BRaG Tent, Bunting,
Lights for your own
garden event.
Bidding starts at £10

Planning a garden party this year? Why not bid for the BRaG
party pack. The 4.5mx 3m BRaG tent, with sides, Low energy
garden lighting and enough bunting to make even the smallest
North Kingston Garden look amazing. We will deliver and erect
the BRaG tent for you.
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6 Fabric face masks. Expertly
crafted by the BRaG sewing
angels. Bidding starts at £5.

1 bottle of Galliano an essential
ingredient in those lockdown
wallbangers. Kindly donated by Mr
& Mrs Grott. Bidding starts at £5
1 bottle of Solear Manzanilla
Sherry. Kindly donated by Mr &
Mrs Grott. Bidding starts at £5

Afternoon tea for two. Scones,
Cookies and a Victoria sponge
delivered to your door. Kindly
donated by Sophie Chittenden.
Bidding starts at £5

